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Project AuTag BeoFischj

The AuTag BeoFisch project studies non-invasive

fish monitoring in hard-to-access habitats using au-

tonomous underwater vehicles and machine lear-

ning. Scientific monitoring is one of the key ele-

ments in the sustainable management of exploited

fish populations.

Partners in this cooperative research project are

the University of Hamburg (focus: marine biology)

and the Technical University of Hamburg (focus: lo-

calization and communication).(∗)

Approachj

To solve the problem of fish detection in shallow tur-

bid water, a deep visual odometry algorithm (“de-

epVO”) is developed to estimate distances (depth)

and motion. This is planned to be used as visual

odometry to estimate the vehicle’s current position

in the habitat and enable autonomous habitat map-

ping. Furthermore, the current sensor set-up will be

extended to a stereo camera (optimized for low light

conditions) and an Nvidia Jetson Orin Nano is used

to deploy a deep visual odometry algorithm. The

deepVO algorithm is trained in a self supervised

fashion (without manual labeling!), on the autono-

mous driving KITTI dataset.
(∗): This research was funded by the Hamburg LFF FV initiative within the

scope of the research project “AuTag BeoFisch” (LFF-FV91).

To Summarizej

→ Presented: first results of a
collaborative research project
for autonomous fish detection
in the western baltic sea.

→ These include first diffi-
culties and a self-supervised
low-cost solution approach for
shallow or medium-deep water.

→ The proposed solution uses
vision sensors only, realizing
visual odometry – which could
be helpful in long-term AUV
missions.

First Resultsj

The depth prediction performance of the deep-

VO algorithm can be seen in the top row. The midd-

le row shows the predicted optical flow of self mo-

ving objects. This could be used to detect non-

stationary objects. The localization performan-

ce can be seen on the left in the bottom row. It is

not possible to test an algorithm for robustness to

turbid water on a dataset for autonomous driving.

However, the bottom right image shows that the de-

epVO algorithm is able to mask monotonous areas.
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